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    VISION

At Baby Floki, our vision is to revolutionize the memecoin industry by creating a At Baby Floki, our vision is to revolutionize the memecoin industry by creating a 
fun and engaging community-driven project that is both sustainable and 
rewarding for our holders. Inspired by Elon Musk's beloved pup, our memecoin 
combines the power of social media and cryptocurrency to create a truly unique 
and memorable experience. With a strong focus on transparency, innovation, and 
community involvement, we believe that Baby Floki has the potential to become a 
leading player in the memecoin space, bringing joy and prosperity to all who join 
us on this exciting journey.

    ABOUT

Launched at the end of the bullrun in September 2021, Baby Floki is a 
community-driven memecoin inspired by the popular cryptocurrency, Dogecoin. 
Our mission is to create a fun and engaging platform for crypto enthusiasts and 
dog lovers alike, allowing them to come together and enjoy the benefits of 
blockchain technology. Key features of Baby Floki include:

• Community involvement: We believe that a strong community is key to the • Community involvement: We believe that a strong community is key to the 
success of any project, which is why we are committed to fostering a vibrant and 
inclusive community of Baby Floki holders through social media, events, and other 
initiatives.
.
• Transparency and security:• Transparency and security: Baby Floki is built on the Binance Smart Chain, one 
of the most secure and reliable blockchain networks in the world. We also 
prioritize transparency in our operations, regularly sharing updates and insights 
with our community. Moreover, our LP is 100% burned, making it inaccessible by 
anyone forever.

Overall, Baby Floki is more than just a memecoin - it's a movement that celebrates Overall, Baby Floki is more than just a memecoin - it's a movement that celebrates 
the power of crypto and the love of dogs. Join us on this exciting journey and 
become a part of the Baby Floki family today!
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    WHY BSC?

BinanBinance Smart Chain is one of the leading platforms for tokens.  The key difference 
between BSC and alternatives such as Ethereum Smart Chain is the blockchain fees. 
Those fees are incurred when users conduct a transaction on a blockchain. This fee is 
collected by miners or validators for ensuring that only valid transactions are recorded 
and processed on the blockchain. A multitude of transactions can result in high fees. 
For example, Ethereum has recently recorded fees over $100 for a single transaction. 
At the same time Binance Smart Chain charges range between $0.10 — $0.50 for the 
same se

Another important factor to consider is transaction speed. Ethereum is affected by 
scalability challenges, which cause congestions on the blockchain and results in long 
waiting time and/or higher fees. The Binance Smart Chain addressed those scalability 
problems and it allows easy implementation of smart contracts to build scalable 
dApps.

    WHY BABY FLOKI?

The answer is astonishinglyThe answer is astonishingly simple: in the current crypto space there are 
THOUSANDS of new projects but only ONE Elon Musk. Famous for his 
long-running association with Dogecoin, the self-proclaimed ‘Dogefather’ now 
has an adorable Shiba Inu pup of his own called Floki. Floki is sure to continue to 
feature in Elon’s tweets and $BabyFloki will harvest the power of those precious 
tweets for the benefit of our token holders. Riding the waves made by one of the 
most influential people in the crypto space is at the core of our marketing strategy. 
This

    tactical campaigns/influencer partnerships on social media such as Twitter,   
    Telegram or YouTube.

    key high profile coin platform listings such as Coingecko and CMC.

    ads and promotions e.g. on Coinhunt or Coinsniper.

Further marketing plans include offline events, dog charity donations and high 
value giveaways.
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    TOKENOMICS

    SOCIALS

BUY TAX - 5%
SELL TAX - 5%

CONTRACT - 0x71e80e96af604afc23ca2aed4c1c7466db6dd0c4

https://twitter.com/thebabyfloki

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvG7p9XL087Eoc73o6o1MJw

https://www.t.me/thebabyfloki

https://www.reddit.com/r/TheBabyFloki/

MAX WALLET - 2%
MAX TRANSACTION - 1%

SLIPPAGE - 6%+
SUPPLY - 1 Quadrillion
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